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Abstract
This paper presents someprefiminary results of our current attempts to develop a hybrid
multi-dimensional knowledgerepresentation schemewhichcan handle both the incompleteness
and uncertainty. Wehave started from the quantitative temporal constraint information, and
extendedit with possibilistic quantifiers. Wehave also extendedthe former towardsa multidimensionalconstraint-based formalism. Finally wehave combinedthese two extensions under
a multi-dimensionalpossibilistic scheme.Thecontext of spatio-temporalreasoningis one of the
motivationsfor developingsuch a hybrid scheme.However,the major motivationfor our workis
comingfrom the muti-dimensional data modelingresearch[SHJM96]
within the database area.
Identifying notions: Quantitative temporal constraint propagation, Fuzzy constraint propagation, Spatio-temporal knowledgerepresentation, Multi-dimensional data modeling.
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Introduction

There have been some attempts to enhance the incompleteness of constraints on temporal
knowledge representation[MSGH94]and spatial knowledge representation[GHP94] schemes with uncertainty managementcapabilities. Vila et al[VG94] have addressed the same issue in the context
of quantitative knowledgerather than qualitative knowledge. In this paper we have attacked the
same problem as handled by Vila et al, but we have proposed a different fuzzy composition operator (section 3) than a rather intuitive one suggested by them. The reason behind this choice
explained in this article.
Wehave also extended the quantitative temporal knowledge representation scheme towards
multi-dimensional knowledgerepresentation (MDKR)
in the section 4, whereas the fuzzy extension
of MDKR
is proposed in the section 5. The demand for a MDKR
scheme comes from varieties
of fields including AI. While within AI, spatial and temporal knowledgerepresentation is related
mostly to the commonsense reasoning, data modeling researchers within the database community
recently are groping with the problem of handling multi-dimensional data[CCS93]. In order to
extend the capabilities of multi-dimensional data models, an MDKR
is necessary. These issues are
briefly discussed in the section 6.
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Section two of this paper lays the foundation of our work with a revisit of the one-dimensional
(temporal) knowledge representation scheme proposed by Dechter et al[DMP91] which have been
extended by Vila et al[VG94]for handling uncertainty. The last section concludes this article.

2

Background

Quantitative temporal constraint network (QTCN)is a graph whose each node represents the
timing of an event, and whosedirected arcs represent time-intervals between pairs of such events,
arcs being pointing towards the future. The label on an arc represents the possible range of
the interval between the end points. For example, A -[10, 20]-> B indicates B happened after
A by 10 to 20 units of time. The range here implies incompleteness of knowledge. Whenthe
knowledge is complete the range would be a pair of the same value, e.g., [10,10]. Dechter et al
and Meiri[DMP91,Mei96]have extensively studied the constraint propagation in this framework.
A network with only convex intervals (which do not have holes in them, e.g., {[10,15][17,20]})
labels are called simple network, on which the problem of constraint propagation is polynomial,
otherwise the problem is NP-complete. In this paper we will focus only on simple networks.
A temporal constraint propagation (TCP) algorithm is centered around four basic operations
between the label-type of temporal constraint networks. These operations are the set union, the set
intersection, inverting and the composition. For QTCNslabels are the intervals of time for which
the set union and the set intersection are trivial operations. The inverting operation changes the
direction of an arc, and for a label Ix, y] the newlabel becomes[-y, -x] on the reverse arc. It is the
binary composition operation which is unique for the temporal constraint propagation problem,
and the focus of our fuzzification approach presented in this paper. The composition of the two
convex labels
A -[z, y]-> B and B -[a, b]-> C is A-Ix+a, y+b]-> C.
What happens with a composition operation could be better understood with the following
three steps. (1) If A -[z, x]-> B and B -[a, a]-> C (complete constraints, not ranges), then
Ix+a, z+a]-> C. (2) WhenA -[z, z]-> B and B -[a, b]-> C Cone constraint is complete, the other
one is a range), then A -Ix+a, x+b]-> C. This is actually obtained by taking composition of each
pair of points (ViCa < i < b)(z, i)) betweenthe two labels as in the step 1, and then taking a
of their results. (3) Thus, when the composition operation is performed between two incomplete
constraints (as mentioned in the last paragraph) the same is also done between each pair of points
in the operand labels, and then finally a union operation is done to obtain the resulting label on
the arc from A to C. This observation regarding how the composition operation is actually done
affects our choice of the fuzzy composition operator. Incidentally, this is exactly the same process
which is applied for the composition operation between disjunctive qualitative temporal relations
for a qualitative interval constraint network[All83].
Constraint propagation on QTCNinvolves tightening the ranges on labels further than what
has been given, in order to create a path consistent network. Dechter et al[DMP91]have suggested
two ways of propagating constraints on a QTCN.The first one is based on splitting each arc
A -[x, y]-> B into two opposite arcs A -[x]-> B and B -[-y]-> A and then running Floyd’s
shortest path algorithm on it. The second approach is to run a path consistency algorithm by using
the composition operation as described above. The algorithm runs until the network attains a
stability without further tightening any more labels, or until an inconsistency is detected as a Null

label on some arc.

3

Fuzzy temporal

knowledge representation

Fuzzy temporal knowledge representation schemes extend the incompleteness of constraints
(e.g., range on the labels of a QTCN)
with possibilistic uncertainty values (see [DP90] for more
details on possibility theories). Thus in a fuzzy QTCNeach label would be associated with
distribution function over the range as the fuzzy quantifier for that label. In the classical case,
i.e., whenno such distribution is provided, a default fuzzy distribution is assumedwhich takes a
rectangular shape over the range associated with a convex label. Such a rectangular distribution
of the fuzzy quantifier has the value one over the range and the value zero outside the range.
In order to develop a fuzzy TCPalgorithm one has to first extend the four operations mentioned
in the last section with the corresponding fuzzy operations for the quantifiers. The canonical fuzzy
operators for the set union and the set intersection operations are max and rain respectively. The
inverse operation would correspond to an operation inverting the domainof a function, i.e., a fuzzy
quantifier #(x) will become#(-x).
Before we define the fuzzy composition operator, a point has to be noted over the classical
composition operation described in the last section. Assume, A - x -> B and B - y -> C, where
x and y are two discretized ranges [1,2,3, ..., n] and [1,2,3, ..., hi. Assumetheir compositionis B
- z -> C, where z is the range [2,3,4, ..., 2n]. Each point in z is constituted from some number
of pairs of points in x and y. Thus, the first point 2 in z is constructed from the pair (1, 1)
the operands of the composition. Wecall this number of pairs of supporting pairs as a support
factor corresponding to each point in z. This factor grows towards the middle of z and then it
falls again towards the end following a bell-shaped distribution. Maximallysupported points on z
are on its middle around n. For example, the point n is constituted by n-1 numberof pairs ~(1,
n-l), (2, n-2), ..., (n-2, 2), (n-l, 1)} in x and y (observation 1). The distribution support
(number of pairs constituting the resulting point) is always symmetric (observation 2). Even
the qualitative interval-case, someprimitive relations in the results of a disjunctive composition
operation is better supported than others by a higher number of pairs of primitive composition
operations (refer to [Al183] for details of the composition operation in that context).
The observation (1) in the above paragraph leads us to believe that even in a classical case (with
the default fuzzy distribution), the middle part of the resulting range from a composition operation
should have a higher possibility value than those towards ends, because of the fact that the middle
part is better supported by the operands (principle 1). In order to conform to this principle
suggest the following operator for constructing the fuzzy distribution over the resulting range from
a composition operation.
Step 1. If A -[(x,X,#l(X))]-> (c omplete but un certain co nstraint) an B -[ (a,a, p2(a ))]-> C,
then A -[(x + a, x + a, min(pl(x), p2(a)))]-> C. This conformsto the classical case whenone of
two fuzzy operand quantifiers is zero indicating an impossibility of the corresponding time-value (x
or a) on the relevant arc resulting in a zero possibility of the resulting label (x+a).
Step 2. Suppose, A -[(x, x,/z(x))]-> B and B -[a, b, El-> C, where r(i)is a fuzzy distribution over
the range a < i < b. Then A -[x + a,x + b,G]-> C, where G(i) = min(#(x),F(i)),Vi(a
Step 3. WhenA-[(x,y, F1)]-> B and B -[a,b, F2]->
then A -[x ÷ a, y ÷ b, G]-> C, where
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Vk(x + a <_ k < y + b)[G(k)

E[=~E}=.{min(~fl(i),#f2(j))l k =
min(y - x, b - a)

]

The summationtakes care of the higher support in the middle of the resulting distribution. The
denominator is to normalize the resulting fuzzy value after the summationso that it remains within
[0,1]. It is easy to verify that the numberof supports is boundedby the minimum
of the two ranges
(observation 3). Vila et al[VG94] have suggested max of minformula for this operation. But
as we have discussed before, that will not take care of the support factor.
In practice, the operand ranges have to be discretized to do any fuzzy composition operation.
If each of the operands has n numberof discretized points, then a fuzzy composition operation will
clearly have an O(n3) complexity (coming from operations over VkYiYj). For a practical purpose,
this could be brought downto a constant factor, if the granularity of time is controlled in order to
1generate discrete points with a pre-fixed upper bound on their number.
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Multi-dimensional

knowledge

representation

In a two-dimensional constraint network a label is a pair of two dimensional points indicating a
rectangular range, as opposed to the scalar range in an one-dimensional network like the temporal
network discussed in the previous sections. Thus, a 2-D constraint looks like
A -[(xl,Yt),(Xh,Yh)]-> Whe
re suf fices l a ndh in di cate low and highvalues of th e r ange. Here a
range is a rectangle in the two dimensional plane. A range is discretized over a set of grid points
depending on the granularity of the relevant dimensions. An n-dimensional constraint network
will have pairs of n-dimensional points as its labels. A spatio-temporal constraint network could
be considered as an example of such a network, (at most 4-D, with three dimensional spatial
constraints and one dimensional temporal constraints between nodes, which are events located in
space). For example, accident1 -[(hm, 10s), (Sm, 15s)]-> accident2, indicates that the two accidents
are separated by 5 to 8 meters (on the road) and they happened with 10 to 15 seconds of interval.
For the purpose of constraint propagation one has to define the four operations mentioned in
the section two. In a multi-dimensional set up, the set union, the set intersection and the inverse
operations are trivial as in the one dimensional case. The composition operation will follow our
understanding for 1-D case described in the section two. For a 2-D constraint network:
Step 1. If A -[(xl, x2), (xl,x2)]-> B and B -[(el,a2), (el,a2)]-> C (complete constraints),
A -[(xl + al, x2 + a2)]-> C, where a suffix indicates the corresponding dimension.
Step 2. WhenA -[(xl,x2), (xl,x2)]-> B B -[ (al,a2),(bl,b2)]-> C,
t henA -[( xl + el,x 2 +
a2), (Xl + bl, x2 + b2)]-> C. This is just shifting the rectangle (second operand) by a vector (first
operand).
Step 3. WhenA -[(xl, x2), (Yl, Y2)]-> B and B -[(al, a2), (bl, b2)]->
A -[(xl + al, x2 + a2), (Yl + bl, Y2+ b2)]-> C. As in the 1-D case, the point to point operation
1In the qualitative casea natural upperboundexists whichis 13 for the thirteen primitiverelations. This is the
limit of the cardinalityof a label.
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obtaining the resulting rectangle (observations 1 and 2, and the principle 1) has to be kept in mind
here also.
Constraint propagation for a multi-dimensional constraint network is basically running a pathconsistency algorithm independently on each of the dimensions. An inconsistency along any dimension implies inconsistency of the network.

5

Fuzzy multi-dimensional

knowledge representation

In a multi-dimensional frameworka fuzzy quantifier is a multi-dimensional function, e.g. for 2-D
it is/~(x, y). As usual the set union, the set intersection, and the inverting operations are trivial.
The composition operation is a combination of the same operation for the 1-D fuzzy case and that
for the multi-dimensional case. The composition operation in this case could be considered as a
generalized version of the two cases considered in the previous two sections. Weare providing here
the relevant formula for only the general (incomplete and uncertain) 2-D case, or as in the step
of our previous discussions.
Step 3. WhenA -[(xl, x2), (91, y2), Fl(x, y)]-> B and B -[(al, a2), (bl, b2), F2(x, y)]-> C,
then A -[(xl -t-al,x2 ÷ a2),(yl ÷ bl,y2 ÷ b2),G(x,y)]-> where
Vkffi(Xl

+ al __~ kx __~ x2 + b2)Vk~(yl + {21 ~_~ k# .~ y2 +

=
= i. U= iy +Jr}
~i.=~, Ejy-~bl {min(~rt(i.,i,),l~2(j.,jy))]k.
rain(z2- xl , a2- aa).min(y2-- yl , b2- bl
]
Constraint propagation in this case is no longer just running a path-consistency algorithm
independently on each of the dimensions. This is because the fuzzy quantifiers are not independent
along different dimensions, rather they are multi-dimensional functions. A constraint propagation
algorithm here is an extension of a path-consistency algorithm for 1-D networks. Weare currently
developing such aa algorithm.

6

Usefulness

of the MDKR

Both the spatial knowledge representation as well as the temporal knowledge representation
communitiesare realizing for sometimethat it is necessary to combinethese two fields of investigation under one scheme of spatio-temporal knowledge representation. This is not only because
there are enough commonalties of approaches between these two areas, but also because in many
problem domains time and space appear in a conjugal fashion.
There are other situations whenit is not just space and time, but multiple (even abstract
or non-physical) dimensions appear together. Multi-dimensional database managementis such
a situation. On-line analytical processing (OLAP)[CCS93]
is a front-end for a data warehouse,
where data is primarily viewed as multi-dimensional for the purpose of analysis to be performed
by business managers. Scientific and statistical data sets are inherently multi-dimensional[She97].
A constraint database targeted towards these areas will need not only a multi-dimensional data
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model, but also a multi-dimensional knowledge representation scheme, such as the one presented
in this paper, if it wants to handle incomplete information. This kind of capability of handling
incomplete information in a database would allow a user to enter constraints between pairs of
data points rather than the exact coordinate of each of them. Addressing incomplete and fuzzy
information is already being attempted in the industry, e.g. the Level-5 Quest(TM)of the Level-5
corporation (UI~L address: www.15r.com).
The fuzzy-extension of a MDKI~
powers the latter with the capability of more expressiveness.
Apart from that practical issue, studying a fuzzy extension often reveals some intricacies of the
relevant KI~ scheme which would not be apparent otherwise. For example, our fuzzification attempt
here has revealed that the supports for someelements in the result of a composition operation are
more than those for others (refer the observation 1). A fuzzy-enhanced MDKttwill also add power
the fuzzy database products like Level-5 Quest(TM), and to the current works on multi-dimensional
data modeling[Sho97].

7

Conclusion

One of the major contributions in this paper is makingthe foundation of constraint propagation
in quantitative temporal constraint networks more explicit. Wehave revisited the composition
operation of the incomplete constraints. This understanding has allowed us to define firstly a new
fuzzy composition operator, and secondly an extension from an 1-D temporal scenario to a multidimensional scenario where the dimensions could be space, time or any other abstract ones. The
motivation for such MDKI~comes mainly from the database area. However, our work could also
be viewed as an attempt to generalize spatio-temporal knowledge representation schemes.
In this article we have also integrated the fuzzy temporal knowledgerepresentation schemewith
the multi-dimensional knowledge representation scheme in a seamless way. Our methodology here
is also inherently compatible with the qualitative knowledge representation scheme. Our goal in
this research is to develop a uniform technique for handling an integrated knowledgerelated to
space, time, or any other dimension, where the knowledgecould be quantitative or qualitative, and
it could also be incomplete and uncertain. Developing a declarative language for expressing such
knowledge, and developing algorithms for constraint propagation in the proposed hybrid scheme
are natural future directions of our work.
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